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Shhh... I have a secret…

A new ball is coming in OctoberA new ball is coming in October

From what used to be a Tour-only ball is coming to retail.  If you want high

launch AND low spin from Titleist, here is your ball.  The Left Dash ProV1X

will be available to us mere mortals soon; and before you ask, it will NOT be

available in yellow.

Permission to brag granted

Everyone who’s read this newsletter knows how we feel about testimonials.

And let’s be honest, who doesn’t like to hear about how well they’re doing?

We bring you the little ones we get on almost a weekly basis, but when I
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get to speak to someone about their experiences, that’s special. Even more

so, hearing a parent brag about their kid brings me joy.

Logan Diomede (Dio)

Logan Diomede (known by everyone as Dio), took up the game after

seeing his Dad’s old clubs while in the 8th grade. Very soon after that, he

was hooked. He gave up all his other sports to play golf. As an 8th grader,

the high school golf coach saw Dio’s potential talent and encouraged him

to become the first player from Argyle to play Division I golf. He was so

serious about golf he made the golf team as a freshman at Argyle High

School and helped them win multiple state championships. Dio fulfilled his

goal to play Division I golf, and he left for his freshman year at Abilene

Christian University for their Christian Values on a full golf scholarship.

People, he’s been playing golf for five years. Five. Years.

While at his home course at Denton Country Club they were searching for

a new instructor and Tim was recommended by a member. After one

marathon conversation, Dio took his first lesson with Tim a couple of weeks

later working on mechanics and other things that Tim had him work on. He

not only increased his distance but his accuracy from where he was when

he qualified for his scholarship. Before he left for school, he competed in

the Northern Amateur at The Courses at Watters Creek in Plano, earlier in

the month and finished T9, competing with more established amateur

golfers. A single lesson. His Dad said he had never seen his son play like

that and have committed to working with Tim for the foreseeable future. As

they put it, something just “clicked” and Dio and Tim hit the ground

running.



And of course, The Golf Station outfitted Dio with an entirely new Titleist

bag to send him on his way to ACU.

Dio is off and running on his college career. We’re helping him play his best

golf to enhance in his natural talent and ability. 

We can do that for you or your junior as well. If you’re ready for the same,

click here or call 817.595.4653. We’re ready to help you!

Shooting between 85 & 100?
 

Then you’ll get the most benefit from a fittingThen you’ll get the most benefit from a fitting
 

Too many golfers think that a fitting is for the very best players. In fact, if

you’re shooting between 85 and 100, you’ll see a much bigger difference to

your scorecard than anyone else if you play with fitted golf clubs.
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Clubs that fit your swing, size, athleticism, and your strength will not only

minimize the impact of poor shots; they will make it easier to develop a

better swing technique.

 

 

Sure, if you’re shooting north of a hundred and missing the target with a

wild slice or hook, then there are swing fundamentals to develop as a

priority.

 

 

Did you buy clubs off the rack?Did you buy clubs off the rack?
If you didn’t have a fitting to find the clubs with the right specifications to

make it easier to hit better golf shots, then come along and see us. Often it

isn’t a matter of buying new clubs. We can change certain aspects of your

existing clubs.
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Your
performance/enjoyment

 

There’s compelling evidence that improving your putting and short game

creates the quickest results on your scorecard. But does that lead to the

quickest improvement in enjoyment? You all start each hole with hope

and ambition.

 

 

It’s not so much that you’ve found the fairway that’s enjoyable (although it

is). It’s the fact that you’ve set up an approach shot to the green and it's

now all about opportunity and not recovery.

 



 

More fairways?More fairways?
We’re not trying to turn most of you into a Tour Professional. We help you

find ways to get more fulfillment out of your experience on the golf course.

If you want to find more fairways off the tee, then we’re ready and waiting.
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Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Tim Brantley and is provided as

a service for the members and guests of The Golf Station and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 817.595.GOLF (4653).
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